
MIND BODY DEBATE SEARLE VS DESCARTES

The mindâ€“body problem is an unsolved problem concerning the relationship between thought and consciousness in
the human mind, and the brain as part of the physical body. It is distinct from the question of how mind and body
function chemically and . According to Descartes, minds and bodies are distinct kinds of "substance".

Nor would it be an objection to my view that the doctor might inject me with a drug that makes me hallucinate
helplessly; for brain-mind causation is real, too. This latter argument, if sound, would show that conscious
states were something over and above physical states. Nothing has greater initial plausibility than the premise
"I have free will"; no scientific or philosophical argument will ever have greater initial plausibility. But the
terms in many of the special sciences that is, any science except physics itself are not reducible in this way.
Return to the hissing rattlesnake example. The third answer parallels the response we would give in the case of
bodies. How is it related to the brain and the body? To Searle may be contrasted the dualistic approach. Thus,
in the physical universe my encounter with the snake involves only physical stuff with no mental experiences
taking place. This was how Aristotle thought that he was able to explain the connection of soul to body: a
particular soul exists as the organizing principle in a particular parcel of matter. From the fact that it is real, it
follows that it is possible. It is natural to say that I know that I have mental states because I experience them
directly. First on the list is that we have the ability to consciously represent the world through beliefs, desires,
perceptions, feelings, and emotions. My brain activity is publicly observable by scientists. A fourth version of
interactive dualism, called gradualism, is a little more successful in explaining the details of mind-body
interaction, without falling back on divine intervention. Our other examples of scientific debunking of naive
folk beliefs wound up reconciling the views of the vulgar and the wise, as Aristotle might say. For example,
the maintenance division would be divided into the sub-units of electrical, heating, grounds, and building
repairs. Their difference in nature makes the union a mystery. These qualitative features of experience are
generally referred to as qualia. In this respect, however, there is no difference between this attribute, which
constitutes the subject's essential nature, and the specific psychological attributes of his conscious lifeâ€¦
Admittedly, the feeling that there must be more to be said from a God's eye view dies hard. In Phaedo Plato
presents a variety of arguments for the immortality of the soul, but the one that is relevant for our purposes is
that the intellect is immaterial because Forms are immaterial and intellect must have an affinity with the
Forms it apprehends 78b4â€”84b8. Since Searle gives some analogies to explain his view, so will I.
Computers today already have that capacity to at least some extent. But the unity of the mind, the
impossibility of analyzing it into a disconnected succession of discrete mental states without leaving out
something essential, is one of its central features which simply must be accounted for. The hope, though, is
that, as we acquire more knowledge about how the brain works, questions about consciousness will no longer
arise. In order for the macro-level mental cause, such as the intention-in-action, to even happen the micro-level
has to initiate the cause. Because of this, unlike in the case of water and H2O, one could not replace these
terms by some more basic physical description and still convey the same information. Some argue that
indeterminacy manifests itself only on the subatomic level, being cancelled out by the time one reaches even
very tiny macroscopic objects: and human behaviour is a macroscopic phenomenon. A even stronger argument
against property dualism is that if there are mental properties but no mental entities, it would be unclear what
made all of my mental states mine, how they could be experienced as the mental states of a single, unified
subject. One is to claim that our intuitions favour belief in a subject and that the arguments presented in favour
of the bundle alternative are unsuccessful, so the intuition stands. It is clear that Searle could not make this
objection because he mentions "graviational attraction" as an intrinsic feature of the world, which is a
specifically causal property that matter has. The zombie argument establishes only property dualism and a
property dualist might think disembodied existence inconceivableâ€”for example, if he thought the identity of
a mind through time depended on its relation to a body e. Again, the goal of artificial intelligence research is
to create a computer that has the full range of sophisticated mental abilities that humans do, including the three
tasks of representing the world, reasoning, and initiating action. This does not show that there may not be
other reasons for believing in such dependence, for so many of the concepts in the area are still contested. The
irreducible language is not just another way of describing what there is, it requires that there be something
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more there than was allowed for in the initial ontology. Chalmers, D. The seemingly intractable nature of these
problems have given rise to many different philosophical views. The bottom line then, is that the mental the
macro-level phenomena is always an effect of the neurons the micro-level , but cannot itself cause the neurons
to do something. They cohere. The explosion isn't caused by molecular movement; it is molecular movement;
liquidity isn't caused by H20; it simply is a feature of H Clearly, the notion of overlap of numerically identical
psychic parts cannot be applied in the way that overlap of actual bodily part constitution quite
unproblematically can. Each of these divisions consists of sub-units. The most distinctive feature of
functionalism is that mental states would not be restricted to biological organisms with brains, but might also
occur, for example, within computers.


